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SUBJECT: Byron Unit 2 Operating License NPF-66, Docket No. 50-455
Reporting of Emergency Diesel Generator Failures

,

Dear Mr. Martin:

'
This report is submitted in accordance with Byron Station Unit-2 Operating
License NPF-66 Appendix A, Technical Specification 4.8.1.1.3, Reporting of

Diesel Generator Failures.

iThe attached report addresses an invalid failure experienced on the 2A Diesel
Generator during a normal start of the engine to support transformer
maintenance activities. The criteria to determine valid and invalid tests and
failures is in accordance with Section C.2.e of Regulatory Guide 1.108, and as
such does not affect the testing requirements established in the Byron *

Technical Specifications. ,

If you have any questions, feel free to contact Dave Baran (ext. 2050) of the
Systems Engineering Department.

Sincerely,
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G.K. Schwartz -'

Station Manag
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* DIESEL GENERATOR 2A INVALID FAILURE,

DECEMBER 23, 1994'

,

On December 23, 1994 the 2A Diesel Generator (DG) was started in support of a
System Auxiliary Transformer outage on Unit 2. The engine started and
achieved rated speed, but, immediately after the start, a loud blowing noise
was detected in the vicinity of the right bank starting air valve. A starting
air system problem was originally suspected, but after observing all
indications at the DG local control panel, it was apparent that the starting
system control logic had malfunctioned. The Essential Service Water (SX)
supply valve to the Jacket Water Heat Exchanger failed to open and the Fuel
Oil Transfer Pumps did not start at 280 rpm during the engine startup. After

approximately a minute following the engine start, the right bank starting air
receiver had completely blown down because a starting air solenoid failed to
drop out at 280 rpm. The Nuclear Station Operator in the Control Room
responded immediately to his indications and annunciators by opening the SX
supply valve. The selected Fuel Oil Transfer Pump started on low day tank
level and the Equipment Operator at the 2A DG responded by manually starting
both pumps.

A review of the DG electrical schematics narrowed down the source of the
problem to a single device, a speed module whicn initiates various centrol and
support features as a function of engine speed. After approximately an hour,
the speed module internal relays changed state and automatically initiated the
control features that were manur.lly actuated after startup. In addition, the

device operated properly during engine shutdown. Since the ability of the

speed module to perform reliably during future starts was suspect, the device
was replaced. A successful start during the post maintenance run confirmed
the operability of the replaced device. A bench test of the removed speed
module was performed in an attempt ';o pinpoint the fault within the module.
The testing simulated several engine startups and shutdowns, however, the
problem previously experienced could not be repeated. Since the condition
corrected itself in the field and could not be repeated on the bench, this
component problem is considered spurious.

This failuce is classified as invalid because the component malfunction
required minimal problem diagnosis and operator response. The design
characteristics and bases of the affected support systems, as described ir. the

,

Byron Station UFSAR, justify this failure classification. With respect to the 1

SX supply to the engine, UFSAR Section 8.3.1.2 states that lack of essential
service water flow at the time the diesel generator starts will not prevent
the accomplishment of its safety function. In addition, the UFSAR states that

the engine was tested under load at 4000 KW for 20 minutes without service
water and without exceeding temperature alarm setpoints. During the failure
event, the selected Fuel Oil Transfer Pump started on low level. The design
bases for the Fuel Oil Transfer System, as described in UFSAR Section 9.5.4.1,
states "each pump is capable of transferring oil from the diesel oil storage
tank to its corresponding day tank at sufficient pressure and flow to exceed
the maximum demand rate." The Diesel-Generator Starting System description, |
UFSAR Section 9.5.6.1, states "This is a dual system with either half capaole

'

of starting the engine." The component malfunction disabled the right bank
starting air system, but the left bank was available and did start the engine
as designed.
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